Multiple Meaning Words

**Answer** the following questions that contain multiple meaning words. Think about why they might be confused. Draw your own or use clip art to create your own.

Which picture shows, “He settled it in court?”

Which picture shows, “He wrote a letter?”

Which picture shows, “He gave her a ring?”

Which picture shows, “The boy had a runny nose?”

Which picture shows, “She put a stamp on the letter?”

Which picture shows, “The ruler wore a crown?”

Which picture shows a piece of bark?

Which picture shows an odd number?

Which picture shows, “He settled it in court?”

Which picture shows, “He wrote a letter?”

Which picture shows, “He gave her a ring?”

Which picture shows, “The boy had a runny nose?”

Which picture shows, “She put a stamp on the letter?”

Which picture shows, “The ruler wore a crown?”